
Match each collocation to its meaning.

1) lose the way - A) become very angry

2) lose the match - B) have a decreased hunger

3) lose temper -
C) forget an important thing 

worrying about other things

4) lose weight -
D) no longer know what's 

happening

5) lose track -
E) become unable to !nd the 

way to go somewhere

6) lose appetite - F) lose hope to succeed

7) lose head - G) become thinner

8) lose heart -
H) become frightened or 

lose courage

9) lose nerve - I) panic and not remain calm

10) lose sight - J) fail to win the match
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Match each collocation to its meaning.

1) lose the way - 3A) become very angry

2) lose the match - 6B) have a decreased hunger

3) lose temper - 10
C) forget an important thing 

worrying about other things

4) lose weight - 5
D) no longer know what's 

happening

5) lose track - 1
E) become unable to !nd the 

way to go somewhere

6) lose appetite - 8F) lose hope to succeed

7) lose head - 4G) become thinner

8) lose heart -
H) become frightened or 

lose courage
9

9) lose nerve - I) panic and not remain calm 7

10) lose sight - J) fail to win the match 2

Answer key
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